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Introduction

The array of design work presented on the following pages is comprised of a set of images I created as part of my professional practice between 2003 and 2006. They emerged as I engaged in the process of designing covers for novels written by the contemporary Australian author Peter Carey.

Often considered merely catalytic to what will emerge as the final outcome of the design process, graphic explorations such as these are often discarded. However, when they are preserved and intentionally displayed, they constitute a visual and ontological representation of the ideas that occur during the design process and inform its progression. Reflection on these various test pieces guided a form of analysis, “a designerly way of knowing,” that allowed me to examine how materially-led explorations with paper could enable the translation of abstract design concepts into visual forms.

The first half of this visual narrative depicts the design process that guided the development of the cover designs for the first Australian edition of Peter Carey’s novel My Life as a Fake on behalf of Random House in 2003. The second half recounts my engagement in the design process that resulted in a more recent—2006—version of the cover design for the same novel, but this latter version was designed for Random House as an integral part of a series of nine covers for books authored by Peter Carey.

This visual narrative is an example of asserting the idea of transmediation, (transfer to a different medium), within the context of a specific graphic
design project. By intentionally changing the materials with which I was designing, I employed a strategy to promote ideatic renewal (Stamm, 2013). As described in a 2007 article by Aaron Seymour that was published in ‘Eye Magazine’ about my design work for the covers of Carey’s books, this intentional paradigm shift enabled me to “Do it again (Seymour, 2007).”

**My Life as a Fake, 2003**

The plot of the novel is centered on a series of actions set in motion in the mid 20th century by a frustrated poet named Christopher Chubb, who perpetrates a literary hoax in Australia by creating poetry authored by a fictitious, working class Australian poet named Bob McCorkle. Chubb creates McCorkle and his work to demean and disrupt modernist poetic doctrine and to humiliate an editor who has rejected his work, and who Chubb regards as pompous. The poetry Chubb writes under McCorkle’s name is compiled into a manuscript that, as the plot of the book progresses, becomes symbolic of the dubiousness and false pretension that pervades many of the characters and the world they inhabit. Eventually, amidst all of the posing and fakery, a man emerges who successfully and monstrously passes himself off as Bob McCorkle, and becomes the only character in the book who emerges as genuine.

When I first received the manuscript for *My Life as a Fake*, it came to me on approximately 250 sheets of A4-sized, 80gsm (grams per square meter) Bond typing paper. This is a ubiquitous tool in publishing in Australia, New Zealand and much of western Europe. Being cheap, available and conceptually relevant—Chubb typed the fictitious McCorkle’s poetry on the same type of paper—I decided to experiment with white pages of Bond during my design process, and much of it involved my investigation of its physical properties and image-making potential.

Viewed as a sequence, the images signify depictions of the choices I made that guided the direction of the design for this piece and that also offer visual evidence of Schön’s theory of “refection-in-action.”

Displayed more or less chronologically, the narrative begins with sketches (depicted in Figures 1 through 4) that recorded my thoughts during my initial study of Carey’s manuscript. Recording the iterative progression from literal to abstract concepts, the sketches reflect my intention to achieve an experimental result. For example, Chubb is initially rendered as a person with arms, legs and a face (as shown in Figures 1 and 2), and later, in order to express characteristics that are temperamental rather than physical, Chubb is

---


realized as a smudge (as shown in Figure 3), and also as two characters to portray his schizoid nature (as shown in Figure 4).

Sketching my thoughts about various means to visually communicate the book’s essential themes onto paper gave them visible presence, and made them physically tangible enough for me to manipulate and hybridize more easily. This aided my conceptual development process by providing evidence that could facilitate the process of critical appraisal. Inspired by Carey’s reference to “sparagmos,” a concept from Greek mythology that implies dismemberment, or tearing things apart, the later sketches are attempts to encode this concept visually by allowing the composition to be dominated by an apparently hap-hazard arrangement of pieces of Bond paper (as shown in Figures 5–7). The pages appear to be thrown up and are being dismembered in mid-air.

Additional reflection on these sketches enabled me to realize that these falling pages could be encoded on a further level and composed to simulate a despairing author’s face (as shown in Figure 6). Satisfied that this concept was inherent to both the fictional themes being explored in Carey’s narrative as well as in the material—the Bond paper—being tested, the second half of the narrative illustrates a transmediation process, from sketching to material testing (as shown in Figures 8–16).

These images demonstrate how haptic experiments (in this case, literally involving material handling) facilitated the creation of an abstraction of a face that I created from pieces of backlit Bond paper. Figure 8 depicts one of my tests that involved overlapping pieces of Bond paper to render this illusion. This type of test is an example of materially-driven visual encoding. One piece placed horizontally at the top of the composition signifies the forehead, two splayed pieces placed in the midst of the composition signify the cheeks, and one piece placed below these implies a chin or a neck. The areas of overlap contribute two eyes, a nose and a mouth. The fact that none of the pieces is arranged in “perfect” vertical or horizontal alignment helps to visually communicate that the persona being rendered is anything but a well-adjusted citizen of a modernist society.

Subsequent experiments proved the paper’s ability to hold a curl and cast a shadow when lit by a single source of light (as shown in Figures 10–12). These images demonstrate how particular placements of these curls within the abstract rendition of a facial structure could be used to encode various expressions.
Given its recognizable structure and long history of being abstracted in a variety of materials and across a diverse array of mediums, I surmised the face in these designs would be decoded quite easily by the intended audience for this piece. I also surmised that this audience would be less apt to decode the reference to a literary manuscript typed on Bond paper, although I didn’t consider this necessary to the success of the design. As this design is unpublished as of this writing, these predictions remain untested.

Typographic tests (as shown in Figures 11 and 12) provided an alternate design direction to my idea of arranging pieces of Bond paper to create the perception of faces. Starting with graphic representations of a spare, empty page, (as shown in Figures 14 and 15), I trialed overlaid placements of pieces of paper containing portions of letterforms and noticed that since they were the same color as the background, this gave the effect of corroding the page edges and fracturing the surface of the design (as shown in Figure 16). Decoding these material behaviors as I designed, I made an intellectual connection between the appearance of this fragmentation, the creative challenge of writing, and “sparagmos.” Considering the sophistication of Carey’s prose, this less figurative, more abstract option depicted in Figure 16 was the one proposed to the publisher.
My Life as a Fake, 2006

The client for this piece (Random House) required me to produce multiple, visually related design options, so I opted to construct a visual language of formally congruent shapes, textures and spaces, also known as a “relational (design) system,” from which nine, visually cohesive translations could be made. To do this, I revisited some unexplored results of tissue paper tests I had made in 2003 (as shown in Figure 17). The second array of design work described in this piece recounts aspects of the “operational testing” that were undertaken to create this particular visual language. It includes evidence of which compositions were created and assessed, what the results of this process were, and, ultimately, how these were implemented.

The evolution of this concept was guided by my interest in constructing knowledge derived from examining the materiality of specific substances—in this case, tissue paper and other translucent materials—in this revisitation of the cover design for My Life as a Fake, as well as for a few other of Carey’s more significant books. The results of this type of materialistic examination informing and guiding design processes are evident across the history of many design disciplines. Alvar Aalto sometimes featured burnt and mis-shapen bricks in buildings he designed, fashion designers routinely craft garments based largely on their responses to the material qualities of specific types of fabric, plastics and sheeting, and graphic designers going back to Paul Rand, Saul Bass, Bradbury Thompson and several Russian Constructivists have experimented with allowing materialistic approaches like the simple overprinting of translucent areas of color inform their design processes. Printing a portion of a yellow area over a portion of a red area creates an orange area where they intersect, and can also create an opportunity to allow that area to signify a specific message.

As a sort of graphic design game, I often find myself mentally deconstructing graphic design compositions to try and decipher their technological and metaphoric make-up. A critical examination of a tissue-paper kite design by Ray and Charles Eames provided the inspiration for using overlaid areas of tissue paper to convey various effects of the interactions between some of the principal characters in My Life as a Fake.

To develop a set of test compositions that would allow me to experiment with different ways of doing this that effectively conveyed an essential theme from a given book, I progressively cut and arranged figurative shapes in various paper colors (as shown in Figures 18-26). As I engaged in this process,
I realized that overlaying transparent, shaped areas of color in these compositions could effectively signify particular ideas, or the personality traits of specific characters, or significant moments in a plot. For example, by placing a depiction of the outlaw character Ned Kelly’s armored mask in orange over his black profile (as shown in Figure 20), we perceive both of Kelly’s personas—a feared and “wanted” lawbreaker and a tragic human figure—simultaneously. This treatment of this legendary character from the fringes of Australia’s rugged 19th century helps visually communicate Carey’s choice to render the tale from a first-person perspective. I employed a similar tactic to signify the intimacy that slowly-but-surely evolves between the main characters of Carey’s eccentrically rendered love story Oscar and Lucinda. In this composition, I placed a shape depicting Oscar underneath that of one depicting Lucinda, and designed his arms to be brought forward and literally fold around her waist. Manipulating their tissue paper shapes further, I learnt that if I brought his head forward of Lucinda’s, their two forms became further entwined, merging their faces and increasing the perception of a disparate two becoming a cohesive one.

These experiments with overlapping shapes of colored paper revealed ways to coax particular expressions of meaning from given images by concurrently exploiting the inherent transparency and pliancy of the material. It also became apparent that it was necessary to combine colors that contrasted clearly to achieve graphic clarity. Because of its density and low value, black provided an effective background contrast when used as the base layer in a composition, and it was formally powerful enough to be perceived through two additional overlays (as shown in Figure 24). I proceeded to prioritize the use of a black component within the composition of each design.

Figure 26 depicts the version of this round of experimentation that was eventually published. It is the result of me using knowledge gleaned from engaging in a materialistic examination of overlaid tissue paper to inform my design decision-making. In this composition, Chubb is represented as a diminished figure crudely cut from blue tissue paper, at once embracing and being devoured by the towering, black menace of his creative aspiration. The “overprint effect” was achieved by manipulating the intersection of the blue and black shapes and this placement led to the chance creation of a gestalt-based form. Positioned underneath the blue layer, the black shape emerged to depict both Chubb’s schizoid alter ego and a shadow cast by the Chubb sense.
The understandings I gained as I engaged in these materialistically informed design processes led me to the simple revelation that examining the material properties of given substances as an essential part of my working process could yield conceptually well-founded and aesthetically compelling results.
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Designing graphic materials to support and promote the work of authors such as Peter Carey—Australia’s best-known contemporary novelist—and on behalf of clients such as *Granta Portobello Books* in London, her creative inception begins with a deeply probative analysis of a given author’s written words. As a Ph.D. candidate, she has begun to make use of the variety of epistemological understandings she has been able to cultivate by doing this.

She is currently conducting collective case study research about various forms of graphic design ideation (the formulation of ideas). Specifically, she is researching how professionals use materialistic approaches to guide regenerative, creative processes in graphic design practice.